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MODEL COMPOSITION 

WRITE A COMPOSITION ON ‘NORMAL MILK IS BETTER THAN ANY FLAVORED 

SUGAR DRINKS FOR CHILDREN.’ (ARGUMENTATIVE COMPOITION) 

It seems to me that choosing milk, any kind of milk, is better than choosing soda or other sugary 

drinks. Some of my friends who bring their lunches to school often need to get a beverage to go 

with it. They could choose to bring normal milk in chocolate powder instead of buying flavored 

sugar ones. Giving kids a variety of great-tasting milks such as chocolate, strawberry, vanilla 

flavored milk seems like a smart way to get them to make a healthy choice.  

It is true that the sugar kids eat, is a big concern. According to the American Heart Association, 

more than two thirds of American children are overweight to the point of obesity. Sugar is one of 

the causes. The amount of sugar in sweetened beverages easily adds up. Consuming too much 

sugar can lead to health problems such as unhealthy weight gain and obesity, heart disease, liver 

problems, diabetes and bone problems. Growth of bacteria in our mouth is caused by sugary 

drinks which destroys tooth enamel and leads to cavities. Juvenile diabetes stops making insulin, 

which our body needs to deliver fuel to cells. Soft drinks are artificial and offer nothing 

nutritional. Nutritionists and other experts do agree on this issue that it is better for kids to drink 

milk of any kind rather than to consume flavored, sugar drinks. Even experts from both the 

American Heart Association and the American Academy of Pediatrics also think it is better for 

kids to drink milk than have sugar drinks. 

Milk consists of carbohydrates and fats for energy, proteins for development and repair, as well 

as several vitamins and minerals that are essential in a diet. The presence of calcium, phosphorus 

and vitamin D in milk supports the healthy development of bones and teeth in children. Milk is 

the only option for kids and children to get the calcium and vitamins they need. 

 

1. Internet access must be limited to students. (Argumentative Composition) 

Introduction : Decide for or against-For the topic-We are being surrounded by different 

enhancement in our environment and daily living-All that we need is accessible and easy 

to use which is why we are being dependent-Helps us to make our daily living easy to 

deal with.  



Body : Internet is very important today because most of the transactions can be found and 

accessed through internet-Get relevant information needed in our works- Important for 

students-How helps students. 

Conclusion : The Internet can be wonderful for kids-They can use it to research school 

reports, communicate with teachers and other kids, and play interactive games-Why you 

feel that internet access should not be limited. 

 

3. An embarrassing moment. (Personal/Reflective Composition) 

 

Introduction : Everybody experiences some embarrassing moments in his or her life. 

Embarrassing moments are easy to recall and most of the time these make us laugh. 

My most embarrassing-It was one of my friends’ birthday-My friend invited me on the 

day of her birthday-She invited many of us-Birthday was 21st October- I just forgot the 

date. Another problem happened that the school was also closed for some occasions-I had 

no regular communication with my friends-I remembered the date as 22nd October 

though the date was one day behind-I prepared for the day’s celebration and bought an 

expensive gift for my friend. 

 

Body : While I was buying the gift for my friend, she along with our friends were 

celebrating the birthday because the date was 21th October-On22nd October, I went to 

my friend’s house with the gift-My reaction was very awkward because I saw neither 

anybody nor any festive look there-My friend’s mom opened the door and became 

amazed-She asked why I hadn’t come yesterday-I got to know yesterday was the 

Birthday-My friend came out and scolded me for not participating on the birthday 

celebration. I became dumbfounded and explained everything-I was just embarrassed in 

front of two people - my friend and his mom-Did not know that worse thing is waiting for 

me on the next day. 

 

Conclusion : I thought that my embarrassment was ended there, but not-Next day I 

reached my school-I entered into my classroom, I heard a huge sound of laughter by 

almost all of my friends-My friend shared everything about my mistakes on her birthday-

I felt very shy and was about to cry-I think this is the most embarrassing moment in my 

life. I have never ever experienced that sort of a situation again. 

 

 

MODEL COMPOSITION 

WRITE AN ESSAY ON POVERTY (FACTUAL COMPOSITION) 

We can define poverty as the condition where the basic needs of a family, like food, shelter, 

clothing, and education are not fulfilled. It can lead to other problems like poor education, 

unemployment, etc. A poor person is not able to get education due to lack of money and 



therefore remains unemployed. An unemployed person is not able to buy enough & nutritious 

food for his family and their health decline. 

According to the Noble prize winner South African leader, Nelson Mandela – “Poverty is not 

natural, it is manmade”. There are various causes of poverty but the most important is 

population. Rising population is putting the burden on the resources & budget of countries. 

Governments are finding difficult to provide food, shelter & employment to the rising 

population. The other causes are- lack of education, war, natural disaster, lack of employment, 

etc. For instance- lack of employment opportunities makes a person jobless & he is not able to 

earn enough to fulfill the basic necessities of his family & becomes poor. Natural disasters like 

flood, earthquake also contribute to poverty. 

In African countries, a long period of civil war has made poverty widespread. This is because all 

the resources & money is being spent in war instead of public welfare. Countries like India, 

Pakistan, Bangladesh, etc. are prone to natural disasters like cyclone, etc. These disasters occur 

every year causing poverty to rise. Poverty is a social evil, we can also contribute to control it. 

For example- we can simply donate old clothes to poor people, we can also sponsor the 

education of a poor child or we can utilize our free time by teaching poor students. Remember 

before wasting food, somebody is still sleeping hungry. 

 

5.  WRITE AN ESSAY ON SOLAR POWER (FACTUAL COMPOSITION) 

Solar energy technologies use the sun's energy to light homes, produce hot water, heat homes 

and electricity-It is important to go for reliable, cost effective and everlasting renewable energy 

source for energy-Solar power - unlimited source of energy-Solar power is the key to a clean 

energy future-Every day, the sun gives off far more energy than we need to power everything 

on earth-Why we’re investing heavily in solar plants-Renewable-Solar panels produce 

electricity by transforming the continuous flow of energy from the sun to electricity-CO₂-free-

No harmful emissions are released into the air when electricity is produced by solar panels-

Low operating costs-A total of 51.42 billion solar panels would be needed to power the entire 

world on solar energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8.     WRITE A PICTURE COMPOSITION ON THE PICTURE GIVEN BELOW. 

(PICTURE COMPOSITION)                       

           

 

Our cities are changing very fast-Earlier there were no traffic jams in our city ten years before-

Today, the roads are better and wider but crossing them is always dangerous.  

As we can see in the picture traffic jams have become common-There are few trees-It is all due 

to the vehicles on the road-There are more cars than the city roads can accommodate-Human 

plays a vital role in the degradation of the environment. 

Traffic jam is a prevalent and bad situation nowadays-It happens in large cities-In today’s world, 

streets are full of cars, buses, trucks, and vehicles of all kinds-At the same time everything in our 

country is getting polluted atmosphere, air, water, food-The problem of pollution is growing 

every day and is causing a risk to the population of the country-We ourselves are responsible for 

causing this pollution-Garbage heaps thrown on roads, like we see in the picture adds to the 

pollution-The plastic bags thrown away after use never get destroyed-Each and everyone, of us, 

must tackle this problem, then alone it can be solved-The government alone cannot do it. 

 

 

 


